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BACK TO SCHOOL IN
Syria was once one of the most
educated countries in the Middle East
and standards of living were generally
good. Eight years of civil war have
changed everything.

Violent conflict, widespread infrastructure damage, economic
collapse and international sanctions have left 83% of the
population living below the poverty line.
Whilst over five million Syrians fled as refugees, as many as 13
million Syrians who stayed are now in need of help. The need
is overwhelming – which is when Global Care’s long-standing
motto comes alive: “Can’t do everything, mustn’t do nothing,
can do something”.
This Christmas, Global Care hopes to raise £45,000 towards
the cost of School Clubs for vulnerable children living in Al
Mleha, a suburb of Damascus which was on the frontline of
fighting for many years.
Al Mleha is now home to displaced families from across
northern Syria. It’s a lawless place, with little sense of
community, where violence is common. Many children are
traumatised by their experiences, including the loss of parents
and other relatives in the fighting, and are living with members
of their extended families in poverty-stricken settings.
School is a place which should offer hope for the future – but
the Syrian education system is overstretched, under-resourced
and many children have yet to set foot in the classroom. As
many as one in three children of school age in Syria are not in
school, and more than one in four children who are in school
are at risk of dropping out.
Our Syrian partners, House of Hope, are running School Clubs
twice a day for 90 particularly needy young children, in school
grades 1-3 (roughly aged 5-8) at government schools.

Like our Shack Schools in Lebanon, the clubs offer basic
literacy and numeracy, and homework support. The clubs also
offer a place of safety, where traumatised children can receive
therapeutic support.
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As need in the area is so high, all children selected to
attend the club have lost at least one parent, or are living in
circumstances of severe destitution, in keeping with Global
Care’s policy of caring for the most vulnerable children.
The School Clubs launched in September 2019, following
research into the community’s needs and a pilot project
assessing their viability. Global Care has committed to funding
the clubs at £17,600 per year for three years (at today’s
prices).
Our 2019 Christmas Appeal aims to raise £45,000 towards this
sum – with the help of £20,000 in match funding via the Big
Give Christmas Challenge (see box on the right).
This will put the initiative on a secure financial footing for
more than two years, allowing Global Care then to look at
supporting other needs within this vulnerable community.
CEO John White said: “The Syrian crisis – both inside and
outside Syria – is one of the biggest humanitarian crises the
world has faced in the last decade. Global Care has been
supporting Syrian refugee children living in Lebanon for the
last six years, and we are excited to be able to extend our
support to children living inside Syria for the first time. Many
of these children have never known what it is to live in peace,
and the challenges they face every day are enormous. It is
our great privilege to be able to help them, in the hope they
will not just survive but thrive, by offering them therapeutic
support to increase their wellbeing – essential if any academic
progress is to be made – and the chance to attain an
education, which is every child’s best hope for a better future.
Please give generously, we are so grateful for every donation
making a difference to these children’s lives.”

We are delighted to announce that Global
Care is once again taking part in the Big
Give Christmas Challenge – the UK’s biggest
match funding campaign.
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FACTFILE

Over two million children aged 5-17 in Syria are not
in school - one third of Syria’s six million children
A further 1.3 million children currently in school are
at risk of dropping out
Over 40% of school buildings are damaged or
destroyed
Schools face an acute shortage of teachers, and
lack learning resources

This means all online donations to our 2019 Christmas Appeal during the Big Give Christmas
Challenge week will be doubled £1 for £1 up to a total of £20,000.
So your £5 will be worth £10, £25 worth £50, £100 worth £200 etc, thanks to match funding,
doubling the value of your gift in support of vulnerable children in Syria.
With £20,000 in match funding available, we
hope to raise £40,000 during this week alone
towards our Christmas Appeal total. This is the
biggest sum in match funding we have ever
offered, and we are so grateful to the generous
pledgers who made this possible, and to our Big
Give Champion. Thank you!
In both 2017 (£4,000) and 2018 (£13,000), our
online match funding was used up in the first 36
hours – we are hopeful this year that the larger
sum available will encourage even more donors
to take part. We don’t want a penny left over!





The Christmas
Challenge runs from
noon on Tuesday 3rd
December to noon on
Tuesday 10th December
– please put the date in
your diaries!

Go to www.globalcare.org/Christmas2019 from 3 -10 December to donate

Ten years after the Ron Newby
Memorial School in Angorom
opened its first permanent
classroom block, this village school
in northern Uganda is celebrating
having classrooms for every pupil.
When Global Care first became involved,
the school was a community project led by
parents, meeting in thatched shelters and
under trees. In their remote district over 800
children had been out of school because it was
simply too far to walk.

BEFORE

FULL HOUSE
AFTER

Thanks to money gifted in memory of Global
Care’s late founder, Ron Newby, in 2009 Global
Care built the school’s first permanent twoclassroom block and some pit latrines. It was
the first big step forward in a long journey!
Five years later the government contributed a
second classroom block, a teacher’s house and
some funding for teacher salaries.
However the school’s youngest pupils, 328
children in grades P1-3, continued to be
taught in leaky shelters and under trees,
meaning many dropped out as the learning
environment was inadequate.
Global Care began seeking funding to build
a three-classroom shelter. It would not have

external walls, but would have a proper roof
and provide an improved learning environment.
In the meantime however, the government
stepped in with another two-classroom block,
and by the time UK trust funding had been
agreed, only the 138 children registered for P1
were without a proper classroom.
Global Care agreed the funds could be used
to build another permanent classroom block.
The community agreed to take responsibility
for completing the work once the UK money
ran out.
Work finished in August. The block is more
than 90% complete, only lacking shutters and a
coat of paint. Headteacher Amoding Conslanta
says: “The kind of support Global Care has
given to Angorom is a special one that only
God can reward.”
Soroti co-manager Owere Fred says: “The
school leadership and the children all say
thank you very much for saving them from
the sun and rain which would interrupt their
lessons in the poor shelters they had. Soroti
office wishes the school all the best as we
all know that facilities like this motivate the
learners to stay at school and concentrate on
their studies.”

CLIMATE CRISIS:

POOREST HIT HARDEST
A word from the CEO
There’s a measure of tragic irony in the fact
that for years we’ve had to explain to people
that even though we’re called Global Care we are
about children, not the environment… and now
we are learning that caring about children also,
increasingly, means caring about the environment.
The poorest are hit hardest by climate change. They
feel the impact first and worst, having no resources
to fall back on when hit by drought, floods, cyclones
and other weather-related challenges. Their ability
to flee approaching disaster is limited, vital income
is interrupted and simple livelihoods destroyed, and
they go hungry when food prices soar. They may also
live in areas with particularly vulnerable geography –
like low-lying parts of Bangladesh threatened by rising
sea levels.
Studies also show that higher temperatures decrease
productivity, reduce crop yields, and affect cognitive
functioning - factors which combine to keep people in
poverty, and make efforts to lift people out of poverty
less effective. In May 2019, a cross-parliamentary
group of MPs tasked with scrutinising aid spending

called for more focus on strategies to tackle climate
challenges, in order to make poverty alleviation more
effective.

Our partners in Kenya reported an acute water
shortage caused by drought – securing supplies of
clean water for the school in Kibera was problematic.
Extreme temperatures were reported by our partners
in Kolkata, India (41 degrees) and Bangladesh (43
degrees). Children at our project in Bangladesh
suffered terribly from an itchy heat rash, while in
Kolkata our partners reported that more children
were falling sick in the heat, and were more prone to
infections. Our partners in Zimbabwe lost essential
crops and suffered property damage in the wake of
Cyclone Idai, as previously reported.

This is not just theory, or politics. Here at Global Care
we are increasingly seeing the impact of climaterelated challenges in the communities served by our
international partners.
In just one batch of reports in July this year, our
partners in Mumbai, India, reported severe flooding,
including the deaths of three young people in Kalyan,
near our centre. Our partners in Cambodia reported
that the rains did not come, and the harvest failed.

Please pray for our partners, for wisdom
and protection as they manage such
challenges, and for the international
community to work together effectively
to tackle underlying causes.
CEO John White

ZAMBIA

Reflecting on the trip, the team write: “We are all eager to
repeat this experience and hope to bring even more people
and expertise along with us. At times the trip was truly
eye-opening, harrowing even! Many of the conditions we
witnessed were so far removed from our own experience; poor
sanitation, the most basic of accommodation and a culture
which places little importance on people with special needs.

The Zambia team met their sponsored children, and delivered resources for the newlycompleted M8 primary school, funded by Global Care, including the school’s first sets of
whole-class textbooks. Sponsor Paul Matejtschuk reflects:

“However, we were privileged to meet people who saw
beyond this, the very start of a revolution; people who were
fighting for change, for better lives, offering education, care
and opportunity to these children, and it was an honour.

THE START OF A
REVOLUTION

Rukungiri team supporting children with disabilities, and from
specialist blind and deaf schools in central Uganda.

Volunteer teams always create two-way
learning and encouragement, but this
year’s specialist Uganda team took that
to a new level!
Four SEN teachers from special schools in Tamworth and
Coventry spent a week in Soroti, training staff from a range
of disability settings in techniques helping children with
disabilities. In three intense days they packed in training on
topics including sensory massage, sensory stories, making and
using sensory toys, ways of assessing children and helping
them progress, different conditions and how they present,
how to teach children with complex needs and plan so they
make progress, signing and communication tools, and helping
physical development through music and movement.
Trainees attended from the Ark, Global Care’s disability day
centre, the disability support groups in Abeko and Atira, our

“Our hope is that our drop in the ocean creates a ripple. A
ripple effect which spreads its impact across Ugandan schools
and communities, much like the amazing committee we
witnessed in Abeko. It is imperative that the strategies we
have presented are sustainable and that the effects are ever
evolving. Our partnership with Global Care and The Ark is by
no means over!
“Even though our trip was short, and our contribution small,
we return to our daily lives feeling humbled yet positive,
knowing that this is just the start. Like Global Care says you
"can't do everything, mustn't do nothing, can do something."
If you would like to do something go to www.globalcare.org
I'm so glad I did!”

The team report: “They were absolutely fantastic and showed
a great understanding - what was very clear to us was that
these people were enthused to go and try these things. As we
had all been fundraising we were able to fully resource the
training for all the different centres so they could teach others
and carry out the activities with the children they work with.”
The team went on to visit some of the settings, where they
helped the trainees put their training into practice, including
the Abeko disability playgroup.
Ella-Sophia, Global Care’s Donor Development Officer, who
accompanied the team, writes: “The volunteer playworkers
had brought the resources with them on the back of their
push-bikes and got started using them with the children,
sensory items such as bubbles and kitchen scourers. Children
who lay motionless unable to interact, after a short amount of
sensory stimulation were smiling, laughing, and reacting in all
the ways that the material was designed for. Learning through
play! It was wonderful to see these volunteers taking hold of
what they’d been taught and running with it.”



Huge thanks go to West Midlands architecture
practice Building Design Group for funding the travel
costs of the SEN team.

ACTIVELY WORKING TO NARROW THE GAP

A WAY
INTO HER
WORLD

*Katie’s mother has learning difficulties and her
family life is painfully quiet as she receives little
interaction with anyone at home. Katie is visually
impaired and has severe autism. Up until recently
Katie hadn’t been communicating with staff at
The Ark and as a result she can be sidelined when
other, more hyperactive children grab the attention
of staff. If the training did nothing else, it has
bought joy to Katie’s life! As the team taught The
Ark staff how to interact with children like Katie
using a resource called TAC-PAC, she quickly began
to respond! With the right stimulation, this little
girl who would sit shaking her head from side to
side each day (stopping only to eat and bathe) is
now experiencing joy, learning through play, and
developing more and more each day!

“Although we have been Global Care supporters for many years,
in the past I had always felt daunted, associating an experience of
going firsthand to an overseas aid project with images of pitiful
children and subdued people, paralysed into inaction through
the enormity of the problems they faced. My experience in July
challenged this on many levels.
“I was impressed by the activity and dedication of those
seeking to help on the ground. The young nurse working in the
community clinic to treat patients, equipped with only the most
basic of medicines and facilities and without the availability of
laboratory testing to help with diagnosis. The volunteers working
with Steven Kajila and the New Life Action Foundation Trust to
make a difference for the supported children. All were busy and
actively making changes for the better.
Several things stuck in my mind:
• the sheer incongruity of being able to buy children's cartoon
party bags and other typically Western trappings in the big
towns, when so many in Kabompo were living without running
water, electric power or even a decent robust building to shield
them from the weather.
• the exploitable resources of the country, evidenced when
we passed lorry after lorry of copper ingots and teak being
exported, against the lack of basic investment in infrastructure
seen in the overwhelming need for running water, electric
power and decent textbooks in schools.
• the sheer church presence on the ground. Whenever there
were a few habitations there would be a church- many different
denominations but illustrating the faith of ordinary people- in stark
contrast to financially wealthy but spiritually impoverished Britain.

“I was encouraged to see how well the resources Global Care
supplies through its supporters were being used, but also
challenged by the sheer enormity of the need. We were able to
make improvements in a few sponsored children's lives, and to a
greater number through the clean water and school provision, but
there are many more children still needing help and support.
“The Global Care motto of "can't do everything, mustn't do
nothing, can do something" seems so relevant after seeing the
Zambia project firsthand: We certainly can't meet all the need we
saw, but the fact we can do something, plus the all-too apparent
size of the unmet problem, means that we must keep on making a
difference.”
Paul Matejtschuk



You can read more about the Zambia trip at
www.globalcare.org/blog Full blogs about the Ark trip
are at https://intothearktworivers.blogspot.com/

BREAKING

THE YOKE OF

ILLITERACY
Step back to 2006, when Global Care
began a partnership with a grassroots
Christian group supporting education in
southern Ethiopia…
Using classrooms made of sticks and thatch, our new partners
offered children a two-year pre-school programme in three
rural and semi-rural areas, where school attendance was low,
and attainment lower.
Children learned basic literacy, numeracy and key classroom
skills. Many were from illiterate families, where children
traditionally stayed home to look after animals.

Fast forward to 2019, thirteen years, five preschools and 6,225
children later, and Global Care’s support has ended. We are
delighted to report the project is now self-sustaining.
During our partnership this project has seen transformation
on many levels. The provision of school buildings is the most
visible change - the mud and timber classrooms were replaced
in 2014 by permanent classroom blocks, thanks to a £98,000
grant secured by Global Care from the Jersey Overseas Aid
Commission.
But other transformations are even more valuable: Families
which once failed to value education are now proud to send
their children to school, communities which felt ignored have
seen their visibility and credibility increase, thanks to our
investment.
Most of all, the lives of thousands of children and young
people have been changed forever by equipping them with
skills to build better futures for themselves and their families.
Mamo Katsela, director of our partners, Addis Kidan Baptist
Church Welfare and Development Association, says: “The
skills the children begin to acquire in the pre-schools, such as
reading and arithmetic, are critical to the economic and social
development of our country. Without these basic skills, it is
impossible for them to fulfil their potential or to contribute in
anything more than a rudimentary manner to society. And the

discipline of learning taught in school helps them to learn new
skills outside school.
“Because of the pre-schools, the children are much more
competent and ready to learn when they join primary schools.
There has already been a significant improvement in literacy
rates, and the way education is valued has positively changed
for both parents and children alike.
“As a partner, we are very grateful indeed for the ministry of
Global Care in Ethiopia. The pre-schools are breaking the yoke
of illiteracy and communities are becoming more aware of
the value of education. Thank you so much for your generous
support.”
John White, CEO of Global Care, says: “We are very proud of
all we have achieved in Ethiopia. Early investment in young
lives is crucial to seeing prospects change, and we are thrilled
to have been able to support 6,225 children through this
programme, and even more thrilled it will continue without
us, in a sustainable way.
“We are especially pleased about the 3,129 girls impacted by
the programme, as literacy rates for women are particularly
low, yet we know that educating girls has a profound impact
for generations to come.”
are working with our partners to develop a new
 We
initiative in Ethiopia, which will launch in 2020.

Case Studies
*

AMADI

Amadi was one of the first
pupils at an Addis Kidan preschool. Now 18, he has passed
his national exams and is
preparing for university. Mamo
says: “Amadi is an outstanding
and high-ranking student in his
school. He is so grateful to the
pre-school, and to the supporting
organisation, Global Care, that he
plans to serve the pre-schools as
volunteer in the future.” Amadi
hopes to work in medicine.

*

MARYAM

Maryam has five brothers and three sisters. Her
education was not a high priority for her parents,
who survive on subsistence farming. However, she
was able to join the Sundusa preschool in 2011
before going to government school in 2013.
Now in grade six, she is top of her class, and her
whole family is celebrating her achievements. Our
partners say: “She us told that for her current high
performance of school, the Addis Kidan pre-schools
played a profound role.”

Ethiopia by
Numbers
13 years
5 pre-schools
3096 boys
3129 girls
£98K for new buildings

DAY OF
PRAYER
FOR
GLOBAL CARE
Please join with us for a Day of Prayer for Global Care. Wherever you live,
can you set aside some time to pray for us on Wednesday 27 November?
Sign up as a Day of Prayer Partner and we will supply you with prayer
resources, information and requests from the UK team and our international
partners.
If appropriate, could you organise a local prayer gathering at a convenient
time / location on that day?
CEO John White explains: “As a Christian organisation it is vitally important
that all we do is rooted in prayer, and we are very grateful to those of our
supporters who already pray for us regularly through our monthly Prayer
Focus diary. However we want to create more opportunities for intentional
prayer, and not just in Coventry, which is a convenient location for staff,
but not necessarily for supporters. Hopefully holding a Day of Prayer will
encourage and resource more people to pray for us in an informed way and
commit our strategic direction and activities to our Heavenly Father afresh.”



Sign up as a Day of Prayer Partner at
www.globalcare.org/events or by calling the office on
030 030 21 030.
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A flash flood following a four-hour storm damaged houses and ruined
possessions for several pupils at Spurgeon’s Academy, in Kibera, Kenya,
supported by Global Care.
It was the latest in a series of setbacks for *Sam, in Grade 7, whose
father fell into rent arrears after his small business was affected by postelection violence. His business was then auctioned off by his landlord to
pay for his rent. Now he had no way to replace their possessions or to
repair their home.
When Spurgeons staff visited the family, they were afraid to sit inside in
case the walls caved in.
Their church donated bricks, and Spurgeons were able to donate bags
of cement, more bricks, and pay a labourer to repair the shack with
a more stable wall than the previous wattle and daub construction.
Spurgeons also provided some food for the family.
“This thing hit me below the belt,” Sam’s father told our partners. “Your
help has come at the right time. Thanks to your intervention I am sure
my family will have a roof over their heads again.”
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A ROOF OVER
THEIR HEADS
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WHAT
DOES
SUCCESS
LOOK
LIKE?

DREAMS LEFT
BEHIND
12-year-old *Mohammed is a student in grade one. He had
never attended school before joining our Shack School, in
Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley.
Mohammed’s parents - originally from Idlib, Syria - had
better plans for their three children. However, when war
broke out, they were forced to leave everything behind their dreams included - and run for their lives.
The family arrived in Lebanon in 2013 and have lived in
a refugee camp ever since. Mohammed’s father fell ill a
couple of years ago, and is unable to work, so his mother
works in the fields. However her income is barely enough
to provide food, let alone buy the necessary medication for
Mohammed’s father. Because of this, the family depends on
outside help and financial aid.
Unfortunately, this whole situation caused aggressive and
angry behavior from Mohammed’s father, which has affected
the entire family, including Mohammed, who also began to
show aggressive behavior.
Through the Shack School, staff reached out not only to
Mohammed, but to his family. Our partners say: “Change is
being seen in Mohammed’s attitude; the respect he has for
his teachers, his participation in class activities, his ability
to more rapidly grasp a concept, and his desire to discuss
spiritual matters. The family has been visited several times
and during one particular visit the father opened up. We
were then able to share the good news and pray with him.”

Thank you to all our project partners and donors.
Your support enables us to stand alongside
families in crisis.

STUDYING
UNDER THE STAIRS
*Micha’s father already had ten children by his first wife, when Micha and her brother
were born to his second wife. Massive tension between the two women meant the family
home in the slums of Kolkata, India, was a place of quarrels and strife.
Eventually the family spilt, and Micha, her
parents and brother, moved to live in a space
under a staircase, with barely enough room for
two people to squat down.
There was no way Micha’s father could earn
enough to support his entire family, and
education for the youngest two was out of the
question until they heard about the Pavement
Club, funded by Global Care.
Aged four, Micha enrolled at the Pavement
Club, and joined Global Care’s sponsorship
programme. Always a good student, she worked
hard and eventually enrolled at government
school. When she couldn’t concentrate on her
studies in the small, dingy staircase, she studied under the street lights. She attended the
Pavement Club for extra support.
Despite all odds, she completed courses in basic and advanced tailoring, passed her board
exams and is currently pursuing her higher secondary education. Through the Pavement
Club she has also completed her silver Duke of Edinburgh Award, and is working towards
her gold award.
At a recent family wedding Micha decorated the ladies’ palms with henna and did such a
good job that she was gifted 2500 rupees.
Our partners report: “They appreciated and blessed her. She was so happy she bought
and distributed sweets to all the staff the next day. When asked about how she feels about
coming this far, she expressed that if you believe in yourself, transformation is inevitable!”
Now aged 20, Micha’s sponsorship will soon end, and she will step into the world with
skills and confidence.

A HAND UP
NOT A HAND OUT
The odds were stacked against *Reina, who was born with sickle cell anaemia in a desperately
poor family in northern Uganda, and then experienced the trauma of being displaced by
rebel insurgents at the age of seven.
Her mum was HIV positive and frequently ill, and as the oldest child, Reina was often
responsible, despite her own poor health, for helping to look after her two younger siblings.
In 2006, at the age of nine, Reina joined Global Care’s sponsorship programme in Soroti. Her
health remained poor and staff frequently needed to take Reina for blood transfusions. They
also had to step in when Reina’s mother tried to commit suicide in despair.
Despite all these challenges Reina completed secondary education, and went on to study
early childhood and development.
Our Soroti manager David was thrilled to bump into her unexpectedly this summer. When
visiting Martha Nursery and Primary School, attended by one of our sponsored children from
The Ark, he spotted Reina teaching in another classroom.
Ella-Sophia, who witnessed
the meeting, says: “He was
overwhelmed with emotion to
see her now in charge of her
own class, supporting children
who like her, needed a hand-up
in life!”

Thank you to all our
sponsors – your support
over the long term helps
a vulnerable child grow
into a strong adult.

GLOBAL CARE

Takes a Hike
Will you feel the urge to
get fit in the New Year? In
January 2020, for the first
time, you can do so and help
Global Care at the same time!
‘50 miles in 30 days’ is a
walking challenge which
supporters anywhere in the
country can join, starting on 2nd January. Simply sign up
by donating £25 to take part, we’ll send you a registration
pack, including a Global Care beanie hat to wear while you’re
walking, and you’re off!
You can walk every day, just at weekends, or anything in
between, to suit yourself. Just keep track of how far you’ve
gone with a basic walking app, and aim to complete 50 miles
by the end of January. We’ll throw in a few little challenges
for people wearing their beanies, with prizes along the way,
and hopefully we’ll all have fun as well as get fitter!
All profits from the activity will go to our partner schools in
Uganda, where children often have to walk long distances
every day to get to school. So you’ll be improving educational
opportunities for vulnerable children too!
Every partner school will receive a small grant to fund a
project or resources of their choice, and we will let you know
how the money is spent. If you want to raise additional funds
through sponsorship, there’s no obligation, but that’s great,
please do! Please use Virgin Money Giving or contact us for a
traditional sponsorship form.



You can sign up at www.globalcare.org/events
or contact Anita on 030 030 21 030.







Christmas Cards
We have two new designs available for our Christmas Cards this year,
both featuring children supported by our partners in Guatemala. The
cards each include a Bible verse on the inside cover and are available
in packs of ten, including envelopes, at a price of £3.49. Please make
your order using the enclosed reply slip or call 030 030 21 030












PARTNER SCHOOL

INITIATIVES

Previous partner school projects in Uganda have included

 Building bookshelves & supplying books
 Buying hoes and seed to grow food for school dinners
 Improving classroom facilities
 Building pit latrines
 Providing School Packs – stationery and pens for pupils who
have to supply their own, but often cannot afford to do so

*Names have been changed to protect the identity of children
Global Care, 2 Dugdale Road, Coventry CV6 1PB | Tel: 030 030 21 030
info@globalcare.org| www.globalcare.org
Registered Charity No. 1054008

SUPPORTER
SURVEY
Thanks to everyone who completed our
Supporter Survey this summer. We very much
appreciate your feedback, helping us improve
our communication. If you haven’t done so yet,
please complete the survey at
www.globalcare.org/communicate-better
The survey closes on 31st October.
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